Restaurant at The Moat House Acton Trussell
CELLAR WINE LIST
Our Cellar Wine List is a hand-picked selection of our finest wines. Chosen by our Restaurant Director, this
special list covers a range of tastes and styles.
Cellar White Selection
208

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc, 2017
£52.95

(New Zealand - Marlborough) This estate redefined the wine world’s appreciation of Kiwi wine and continues to show the way forward. Very
suave, aromatic & intense tropical and gooseberry flavours throughout.

128

Chassagne-Montrachet Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Jouard, 2015
£65.00

(France - Burgundy) A great example of how brothers Vincent and Francois Louard produce their stunning, classical wines, attractive, bright fruit
flavours with rich, creamy hints underpinned by lovely depth and concentration.

117

Chablis Grand Cru ‘Château Grenouilles’, La Chablisienne, 2013
£72.00

(France - Chablis) The Grand Cru from one of the finest wine cooperatives in France. The best situated vineyards provide the ideal terroir to
ensure the fruit is of optimum ripeness at harvest. Rich and complex nose of ripe fruits, white flowers and spicy notes. Remarkable on the palate,
with a delicious mineral lasting finish, leaving you wanting more.

Cellar Red Selection
410

Château Labegorce Margaux, Cru Bourgeois Exceptionnel, 2007
£72.95

(France - Bordeaux) This prized Margaux shows off the best that this commune offers in combining refinement and elegance with a core of rich
intensity, cassis, dark berries and violets dominate the fruit profile is supported by a backbone of supple, silky tannins. Notes of tobacco and truffle
are starting to show through as the wine ages gracefully.

444

Brunello di Montalcino DOCG, 2012
£76.95

(Italy – Tuscany) This ‘First Growth’ of Italy is the finest example of Sangiovese available. It ages slowly but surely with black cherry, mocha and
cedar on the nose. Beautiful acidity, the mid palate is well balanced, flavours of cherries and red berries, spice and ripe tannins. Long lasting,
developing finish

424

Corton ‘Le Rognet’ Grand Cru, Bertrand Ambroise, 2007
£100.95

(France – Burgundy) Produced on the world-renowned Hill of Corton, this offers the full spectrum of sumptuous Pinot Noir flavours; blackberries,
roasted herbs, hints of game and sweet spices. Supple texture, silky tannins and exceptionally long length.

475

Penfolds Bin 707 Cabernet Sauvignon, 1999
£280.95

(Australia – South Australia) Universally regarded as one of the finest Cabernets to be produced outside of France, it was originally named by exmarketing head of Quantas Airlines. This very well made 1999 has now developed to full maturity with soft cassis fruit, truffle, earthiness and fine
subtle oak age notes.
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CHAMPAGNE
52

Laurent-Perrier ‘La Cuvée’ Brut NV
£10.95/ £31.50/ £59.00

This new Cuvée, replacing the Brut Reserve, sees a larger proportion of Chardonnay in the blend and longer aged reserve wines. The result is
enhanced freshness, elegance and floral complexity.

53

Laurent-Perrier Ultra Brut
£73.00

Pioneer in the Brut Nature category, Laurent-Perrier Ultra Brut is a wine with no added sugar. It expresses the
quintessential character of champagne and was known as a “Great Wine Without Sugar”.

54

Laurent-Perrier Harmony Demi-Sec
£60.00

A remarkable Champagne, fresh, rich and intense, this luxurious, decadent and somewhat sweeter style of Champagne is perfect for sweet and
savoury dishes. Perfect with afternoon tea.

55

Laurent-Perrier Brut Millésimé 2007
£97.00

Laurent-Perrier has chosen to make vintages very rarely, only selecting the very best years. This makes the Brut Millésimé a rare and outstanding
wine that clearly expresses the specific character of a year in the Laurent-Perrier style.

56

Laurent-Perrier Grand Siècle
£196.00

The pinnacle of the art of blending, Grand Siècle is the unique expression of the pursuit of excellence in Champagne; it is to ‘blend the best with
the best to obtain the best.’

57

Laurent-Perrier Cuvée Rosé
£14.95/£77.50

Perfected at each stage of its making, Cuvée Rosé is acknowledged for its consistency and its high quality. It is characterized by its ripe red fruit
aromas, a high intensity and great freshness.

58

Laurent-Perrier Alexandra Rosé
£295.00

Alexandra Rosé is a rare and cherished wine that comes from a rigorous selection of the best plots; an exceptional marriage between Grand Cru
grapes of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay.

80

Champagne Jean Moutardier Brut NV
£43.50

Deliciously fragrant as it is made predominantly from the Pinot Meunier grape giving it a richly fruited palate and
generous approach.

SPARKLING WINES
Bin No

85

Italy

La Scarpetta Prosecco Spumante NV
£4.95/£24.95

Delicate bouquet gives way to crunchy green apple and peaches on the palate, well-balanced and nice complexity.

86

Vispo Allegro Prosecco Rosé NV
£4.95/£24.95

A lovely sparkling rosé full of raspberries and summer fruits, refreshing, stylish and elegant.
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WHITE WINES FRANCE
Bin No

100

France Southern Regions
Picpoul de Pinet, Hen Pecked, 2017
£25.95

This rising star grape variety from the coast of Languedoc gives soft acacia and honey blossom aromas with a soft, lemony and fresh palate.

101

Espirit de Cres Ricards, Marsanne Rousanne, 2017 (vegan)
£28.95

Rich and fresh, passion fruit, white flowers and honeysuckle flavours. Wonderful and very long finish revealing vanilla and apricot notes.
Bin No

110

France Bordeaux
Château La Tuilerie du Puy Blanc, 2017
£26.95

Classically grassy and refined style, produced mainly from Sauvignon, heaps of fragrant and white fruit tones combining to create a truly scrumptious
white that accompanies classic French cuisine perfectly.
Bin No

115

France Chablis & Burgundy
Chablis ‘La Pierrelee’, La Chablisienne, 2014
£33.95

A very energetic and weighty palate comprising fleshy white fruit and a hint of spice and toasty oak. Lovely density and very well balanced.

116

Chablis 1er Cru ‘Vaillons’, La Chablisienne, 2015
£45.00

Fine bouquet comprising white flowers, predominantly honeysuckle. Palate moves toward a dry, chalky minerality, with a slight touch of salinity.

126

Pouilly Fuissé, Domaine des Sansonnets, 2016
£37.95

A rich, opulent and rewarding example of this well-followed village. With a fruit driven edge, which goes well with fish and white meat.

127 Saint Veran, Jaffelin, 2015
£33.95

This gently oaked Chardonnay enjoys subtle aromas of peach, pear, honeysuckle and bracken. A dry white wine with
a touch of minerality and some acidity. Perfect with oily fish or risotto.

Bin No

135

France Loire Valley
Muscadet de Sèvre et Maine sur Lie, Château du Cleray, 2017
£25.50

Estate owner Pierre-Jean makes a slightly richer and fuller style of Muscadet, so the white flower and lemon notes come through very well with the
delicate baked bread notes on the finish, from time spent on the lees.

136

Vouvray ‘Les Bosquets’, Domaine Sauvion, 2016
£27.50

An intriguing and traditional off-dry wine produced with Chenin that shows mellow honey aromas mixing with floral and citrus tones, very appealing
on the palate with wonderfully proportioned refreshing acidity.

137

Sancerre ‘Les Fondettes’, Domaine Sauvion, 2017
£38.00

An absolute classic Sauvignon Blanc from the distinct flinty Silex soils, racey and citrusy notes, lovely poise with mineral notes lacing the finish.

138

Pouilly Fumé ‘Les Ombelles’ Domaine Sauvion, 2017
£36.95

From the opposite bank of the Loire to Sancerre where limestone soils are more prevalent, this induces typically fresh citrus fruit notes, gun flint
and a slight wisp of smoke on the finish.

France Alsace
141

Pinot Gris, d’Alsace, Cuvee Michel Leon, 2016
£29.50

Full-bodied, boozy, with an intense aromatic character. Medium-dry style, includes notes of plum, apricot and peaches.
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WHITE WINES EUROPE
Bin No

150

Austria
Gruner Veltliner, Winzer Krems , 2016 (vegan)
£27.95

Ideal white wine for food, pairs well with white fish, soft cheese and asparagus. Dry, with fresh green and citrus fruits, balanced out with a hint of
white pepper.

Bin No

160

Spain
Rioja Blanco, Bodegas Navajas, 2017
£25.00

A dry, bright and fruity version of this Spanish classic, heaps of delicate floral aromas making it excellent with white fish dishes.

161

‘Pirueta’ Albariño, Rias Baixas, 2016
£27.50

From Galicia’s Atlantic coast, this ‘on trend’ white shows primary citrus notes with prominent juicy aromatic fruits and a subtle minerally finish.
Bin No

170

Italy
Pinot Grigio, San Antonio, 2018 (vegan)
£19.95

A light easy drinking style with subtle melon and apple flavours.

171

Lugana DOC, Marangona (Organic), 2017
£30.95

Combine this rising star yet tiny region from the hills surrounding Lake Garda and the wine making talents of owner Alessandro Cutolo to end up
with a stunning wine; citrus and fragrant apricots laced with nutty almond notes are all finished off by a lovely freshness. A perfect aperitif and ideal
with seafood/fish.

172

Pecorino Terre Di Chieti IGP, Pehhcora, 2017
£24.95

Straw yellow colour with some green hints. A refreshing, crisp white wine with sweet ripe fruit of peach and mango, subtle spice and minerals.
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WHITE WINES NEW WORLD
Uruguay
173 Bodegonas del Sur ‘Vineyard Select’, Viognier, 2017 (vegan)
£28.95

Made by one of Uruguay’s leading family-owned wineries, this 100% Viognier has aromas of peach, apricot and nectarine, balanced by a crisp and
mineral acidity. This wine is suitable for vegans.

Bin No

180

USA California
Round Hill, Chardonnay, 2016
£32.95

Sourced from the Monterey region of California, this winery grows all their grapes using sustainable and eco-friendly viticulture practices. A fruit
forward Chardonnay with pineapple and apricot, followed by a lingering butterscotch finish.
Bin No

186

Australia
Vat 7 Chardonnay, De Bortoli, 2017
£25.95

Dry and medium-bodied with white peaches, cashew and vanilla on the nose. Complex structure through barrel aging on the lees gives a generous
finish.

187

Willowglen, Gerwűrtztraminer/Reisling, De Bortoli, 2017
£22.95

A highly aromatic wine, with scents of rose water, musk and lemon zest. Offering a generously sweet palate of Turkish delight which is balanced by
the acidity of the Riesling.
Bin No

190

Chile
Villa Rosa, Sauvignon Blanc, 2017
£17.50

A great fresh and approachable dry white bursting with lively zesty flavours and herbaceous aromas.

192

Vina Casa Silva, Viognier Reserva, 2017
£28.95

Intense creamy peaches and melon aromas, crisp, dry and well balanced, with a long satisfying finish.

Bin No

195

South Africa
Painted Wolf ‘The Den’, Chenin Blanc, 2017 (vegan)
£25.95

An enterprise combining passionate grape growers, a brilliant wine maker, local artists and conservationists celebrating South African wine and
wildlife. Generous dry style, lime and crunchy apples finishing with rich tropical tones.

196

Spier ‘Signature’, Sauvignon Blanc, 2017
£28.50

A modern and dynamic winery in Stellenbosch making lovely wine; rich aromas of ripe fruit and gooseberry are followed by fresh, juicy tropical fruit
on the palate with a lingering grassy finish.

197

Vondeling, Babiana, 2017
£38.00

This pale, straw yellow wine is a blend of Chenin Blanc, Viognier, Roussanne, Grenache Blanc. The nose gives great scents of roasted almonds,
Turkish delight, orange marmalade and pineapple. A complex wine suitable to many dishes including rabbit, seafood or Asian style dishes.

Bin No

200

Argentina
Quara Estate, Torrontes, 2017 (vegan)
£27.95

On the nose, it’s very expressive, fruity and floral with white fruit and white flower notes. Slightly sweet on the palate, this medium-bodied, fresh,
smooth Torrontés leaves a fruity aftertaste.
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Bin No

206

New Zealand
Spiny Back Riesling, Nelson, 2017
£30.95

Floral aromas of jasmine and honeysuckle combined with grapefruit and lemon underpinned by a mineral thread. A touch of residual sugar makes
this an off-dry style Riesling.

207

Whitehaven Estate ‘Marlborough’, Sauvignon Blanc, 2017
£35.95

Moreish gooseberry and tropical fruits fill the palate accentuated by powerful, sublime and refreshing characters throughout.

ROSÉ WINES
Bin No

300

France
Rosé d’Anjou ‘Chemin des Sables’, Domaine Sauvion, 2017
£22.95

Perfectly refined and elegant yet full of mouth-watering strawberry and cherry fruit characters. Fun, refreshing and delicious.

301

Pinot Gris Rosé d’Alsace, Arthur Metz, 2017
£30.95

A unique off-dry style that combines elegance and refinement, with a fantastic persistence and intensity of the fine summer red fruits that lead the
palate.

302

MiMi Côtes de Provence Rosé, 2017
£27.95

Top quality and highly fashionable, this beautifully pale pink coloured delight is oozing summer berry fruits, fresh summer style with class and
pedigree.
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RED WINES FRANCE
Bin No

401

Southern Regions
Jean Balmont Pinot Noir, 2017
£23.25

The light to medium body sits works well in tandem to the ripe silky berry fruits with just a subtle note of spices and vanilla. Great with lamb, beef
carpaccio and mild cheese.

Bin No

404

Bordeaux
Château Pontet Nivelle, Bordeaux AC, 2016
£22.95

A wonderfully approachable and easy-going claret made from a typical blend of Cabernet and Merlot offering ripe red and black fruits, good balance
and toasty oak influences.

407

Château Cantin, St-Émilion Grand Cru, 2015
£51.00
This stunning St-Émilion impressively displays the Merlot dominated blend with velvety blackberry fruit and reflecting the fine complexity of the
vineyard in an approachable modern style.

408

Château Lestage Simon, Haut Medoc, 2015
£37.50

Located near the border with St Estephe, this reflects the more full-bodied style although remains velvety with an intense fruitiness which gives way
to integrated tannins and spices. Scrumptious with fillet steak.
Bin No

420

Burgundy
Mâcon Rouge, ‘Terre Rouges’, Jean Loron, 2016
£29.00

A Bright garnet-red colour, and a fresh nose, the Domaine Jean Loron Pinot Noir has subtle aromas of strawberry jam, redcurrant and cherries.
Easyflow on the palate and strong body.

422

Savigny les Beaune 1er Cru Narbantons, Jean-Jacques Girard, 2014
£46.95

The amicable and approachable nature of Jean-Jacques himself is beautifully reflected in this very well-made wine – flattering silky tannin and gorgeous,
supple fruits of the forest mingle with maturing truffle characters, a joy to drink.
Bin No

431

Beaujolais
Fleurie ‘Les Saprolites’, Jean Loron, 2016
£30.95

Clear ruby colour. The nose gives off aromas of red fruits sublimated by floral notes. The palate is beautifully smooth with melted tannins and
delicate finish.

432

Morgon, Château de Bellevue, Climat Les Charmes, 2016
£32.95

This Beaujolais Cru offers big, crunchy berry flavours with a delicate and silky structure – the perfect accompaniment to red meats, game and soft
mature cheese.

Bin No

435

Rhone Valley
Côtes du Rhône, Reserve du Fleur, 2017
£26.95

Réserve de Fleur has a clear, intense, red colour and aromas of black and red currant. The wine is youthful and fresh, with ripe, clean, bright fruit,
backed up by the structure of delicate tannins.

436

Crozes Hermitage, ‘Petit Ruche’, M Chapoutier, 2016
£39.95

Michel Chapoutier is one of the worlds’ leading lights of organic and bio-dynamic production. It offers delicate oak influences, allowing the
wonderfully supple and silky fruit notes of red berries, blackcurrant and raspberry to shine through.

437

Chateauneuf du Pape, ‘Combes des Arnevels’, 2015 (vegan)
£47.00

This 25-hectare plot of ‘Les Combes des Arnevels’ is exclusively owned by the Quiot family who have been producing Rhone wines since 1748.
It offers exceptionally rich, ripe and generous wine with dark red berries and a touch of spice.
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RED WINES EUROPE
Bin No

440

Italy
Valpolicella Classico ‘Ripasso’ La Roselle, Cantina di Negrar, 2016
£30.95

Complex, bursting with rich red fruit and blackberry aromas, this well balanced, full-bodied wine is smooth with harmonious tannins that are all
enhanced by the ‘re-passing’ of the must over the lees of the very prestigious Amarone.

441

Amarone Valpolicella Classico, Cantina Di Negrar, 2015
£54.95

Dry, rich and pleasantly full bodied with wild cherry, prune, spice and mocha notes. Following harvest, the Corvina grapes are left to dry naturally
on racks for 120 days which achieves a hugely intense level of flavour intensity. Traditionally served with game, grilled and braised meats and
full-flavoured mature cheeses.

442

Chianti Classico ‘Villa Silvia’, Salvadori, 2015
£31.95

Lovely example of Tuscany’s most well-known red wine made from Sangiovese. Very easy drinking with soft and luscious black cherry fruit and a
gentle wisp of smoke on the finish.

445

Barbera d’Asti Superiore, Volpi, 2014 (vegan)
£26.50

A grape variety that gives lovely warming style of wine with big, luscious dark fruit characters, fairly high acidity but low tannin and great with meat
and cheese dishes.

446

Barolo DOCG, Volpi, 2013
£45.00

Big in tannin and acidity, this signature Piedmont wine from the Nebbiolo grape manages to combine the complexity of dark cherry, violet and subtle
leather notes.

Bin No

450

Spain
Azabache Rioja Crianza, 2015
£24.95

A modern Crianza with deep cassis and damson fruit characters enhanced by gentle creamy barrel age notes.

451

Finca Meryos, Ribera del Duero Roble, 2016
£32.95

The Finca Meryos Tempranillo Roble is cherry red in colour with a bright purple edge. It has a great aromatic complexity, with ripe fruit, spices
(clove, vanilla, coconut), and balsamic notes.

452

Bodegas Muga Reserva Rioja, 2014
£40.95

Muga have thrown away the rule book to make a stunning, modern and dynamic style of Rioja. Exceptionally deep, rich and smooth but holding
the elegance and precision of a top-class St-Émilion.

453

Cune Gran Reserva Rioja, 2012
£43.50

Classic Gran Reserva style with an exceptional expression of fruit. The five-year maturation has developed a wonderful balance and elegance that
has a resemblance to a mature and refined claret.

Bin No

460

Lebanon
Chateau Musar, 2006
£46.00

The intriguing yet unusual blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cinsault and Carignan is aged in barrel and bottle for a minimum of 7 years prior to release
so ensuring the alluring mature, complex and silky qualities we have come to expect from this historic Chateau in the Bekaa Valley.
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RED WINES NEW WORLD
Bin No

470

Australia
Vat 8 Shiraz, De Bortoli, 2015
£24.50

From Victoria’s cool high country, this silky Shiraz has plenty of rich, juicy berry fruits supported by a fine, rounded structure. Delicious and
enjoyable with or without food.

471

Robert Oatley Pinot Noir, Yarra Valley, 2015
£31.95

Take a combination of highly refined wild strawberry and cherry fruit, notes of savoury complexity and an elegant, positively silky structure, to all
make a superbly sophisticated pinot noir for drinking on its own or with light meat dishes.

472

NOW (Natural Organic Wine), Shiraz, Paxton, Organic, 2017 (vegan)
£31.95

This organically produced Shiraz from the McLaren Vale boasts everything that we love about Shiraz! Vibrant purple in colour, brimming with
plums, mulberries, spice and chocolate in a thick, jammy wine.

Bin No

500

New Zealand
Pinot Noir, Whitehaven Estate, 2014
£34.95

Excellent choice for those who enjoy fruit forward yet complex Pinot Noir. Clean and fragrant with dark cherry and wild berry palate supported
by well-balanced acidity and light tannins.

Bin No

480

Chile
Vina Casa Silva ‘Gran Terroir’ Carmenère, Los Lingues, 2016
£33.95

With the expertise of cool climate vineyards in Chile, Casa Silva boasts the best Carmenère and demonstrates fully what it has to offer, which is all
about concentration but with supple tannins and complexity to show the refined evolution as well.

484

Vina Casa Silva Merlot Reserva, 2016
£31.50

A pure expression of Merlot’s soft elegance from the Colchagua Valley. The vines are the original ones brought over by the 1st generation of the
family from St-Émilion. Excellent harmony between the fruit and oak throughout certified by the perfect finish.
Bin No

490

Argentina
Pascual Toso ‘Estate’ Cabernet Sauvignon, 2015 (vegetarian)
£31.50

Aromas of dark berry notes with a touch of smokiness then a plush cassis dominated palate and long, subtle oak finish. A stunning red from one of
Argentina’s best estates, an obvious match to red meat dishes.

491

Pascual Toso ‘Selected Vines’ Malbec, 2016 (vegetarian)
£37.50

An outstanding wine from the prestigious ‘Las Barrancas’ considered to be one of the best winegrowing areas in Mendoza. Following maturation in
both American and French oak for 12 months. The aromas and taste are full ripe red fruits including blueberry, raspberry and blackberry a
sophisticated complexity and lingering spice and vanilla laden finish.
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RED WINES NEW WORLD
Bin No

496

South Africa
Vondeling, Petit Rouge, Merlot Cabernet, 2016
£27.95

A bright ruby red wine with a vibrant nose of cherries, raspberries and black pepper. The palate perfectly reflects the nose along with refined
tannins and a smooth finish.

497

Spier ‘21 Gables’ Stellenbosch Pinotage, 2014
£42.95

The utmost care and attention is taken over the production of this wine to ensure that the cool climate elements shine through with elegance.
A complex mix of savoury and fruits - bramble, plum and sweet spice. Works wonders with smoked meats and cheese.

Bin No

505

California
Ironstone Old Vine Zinfandel, Lodi, 2014
£35.95

Showing exceptional Zinfandel characters, subtle pepper spice mingles with richly concentrated fruit flavors of blackberry, ripe plums and fresh red
raspberries. Barrel aging created its smooth, silky finish and unprecedented depth. Perfect with grilled steak and other grilled dishes.

507

Round Hill Merlot, 2013
£32.95

Bright and fruit forward, offering ripe berry fruits and spice notes. Soft elegant mouthfeel rounded off with silky tannins, ideal for grilled meats and
soft cheeses.

LOW ALCOHOL WINES
508

Ariel, Chardonnay, J Lohr Estate, 2016
£22.00

Ariél Chardonnay has a distinctive combination of buttery apple and butterscotch characteristics, combined with a toasty French oak bouquet, and
should continue to develop complexity as it ages. It can be enjoyed immediately or held three to five years before enjoying. Enjoy Ariél
Chardonnay with richer seafood, veal, duck and cream pasta dishes.

509

Ariel, Cabernet Sauvignon, J Lohr Estate, 2016
£22.00

This oak-aged Cabernet Sauvignon offers aromas of blackcurrants, cherry, blueberries and chocolate, with soft tannins and a dry finish. 99.5% of the
original alcohol in this wine is removed using a gentle cold filtration process, making it ideal for those who want to enjoy the pleasure of wine
without the alcohol.
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WINE BY THE GLASS
Bin No

White wines

250ml Glass

75cl Bottle

B1

Villa Rosa Sauvignon Blanc

£6.65

£17.50

£7.00

£18.95

£7.40

£19.95

£9.25

£24.50

£9.95

£25.95

Chile Central Valley
A great fresh and approachable dry white bursting with lively zesty flavours and herbaceous aromas.

B2

San Perito Chardonnay
Chile Central Valley
Deliciously fresh with floral tones - perfect easy drinking.

B4

Pinot Grigio San Antonio (vegan)
Italy Colli Pescaresi
Easy drinking, fresh and fruity Pinot Grigio.

B7

Sauvignon Blanc, Aroha Bay
New Zealand Marlborough
Gooseberry and passion fruit aromas with gentle mouth-watering citrus fruits dominating the taste.

B8

Painted Wolf ‘The Den’ (vegan)
South Africa Chenin Blanc
A lovely dry and fruity new world white with tropical guava flavours and hints of ripe passion fruit.

Rosé wines
B40 Zinfandel Rosé, Twisted House

250ml Glass

75cl Bottle

£7.75

£20.50

£7.45

£19.95

250ml Glass

75cl Bottle

£6.65

£17.95

£6.90

£18.50

£7.45

£19.95

£8.50

£22.75

USA California
A fresh yet off-dry wine with light strawberry and cream flavours.

B41 Pinot Grigio Rosé San Antonio (vegan)
Italy Veneto
Very pale pink, dry rose with fresh floral aromas and hints of summer berries and ripe melon.

Bin No

Red wines

B22 Villa Rosa Merlot
Chile Colchagua valley
Juicy plum fruit flavors and delicate herbal notes. Medium-bodied with soft, ripe tannins.

B20 San Perito Cabernet Sauvignon
Chile Central Valley
Concentrated yet enchanting cassis tones.

B23 Shiraz Riddle Creek Reserve
Australia South Eastern
Aromas of plum fruit and spice, while the palate is easy going, expressing fresh, leafy fruit and spice.

B25 Malbec Caoba

Argentina Mendoza
Rich & well-proportioned fruits from the high-altitude Mendoza vineyard location integrate seamlessly with the barrel age notes.

B26 Pinot Noir, Jean Balmont

£8.70

France
A perfectly ripe & silky pinot noir, for a lighter, easy style.
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£23.25

DESSERT WINE
Bin No

Dessert Wine

701

Vat 5 Botrytis Semillon, De Bortoli (vegan)

2014

£6

£18.95

702

Rubis, Red Velvet, Tempranillo

2015

£8

£24.95

703

Quady Elysium black Muscat

2014

£7

£22.95

704

Chateau Petit Vedrines, Sauternes

2013

£9

£28.95

705

Tokaji Aszu 5 Puttonyos

2009

£8

£24.95

Vintage

70ml Glass

Bottle

Carefully produced by the masters of Australian dessert wine, this is a very rich and intense wine packed full of honeyed peach and apricot fruits,
nutty notes and a balancing slice of acidity.

This fantastic wine brings a blend of tempranillo and dark chocolate resulting in rich, sumptuous velvety wine that accompanies any chocolate
dessert.

Made from black skinned Muscat, floral aromas and a red fruited and velvety mouthfeel makes this Elysium wonderful with blue cheeses, desserts
containing fruits or chocolate puddings.

A lovely example of traditional Sauternes made with the Semillon grape with exquisitely subtle honeyed fruits, and a simply luscious mouthfeel.

Amber gold in colour, an exuberant nose of Seville oranges, marmalade, citrus, lime and honeyed fruit. These flavours are reflected in the gloriously
long palate with a firm backbone of bright acidity.

FORTIFIED WINE
Port Selection

50ml Glass

Bottle

Cockburn’s fine ruby

£3.35

£33.00

Taylor’s 10yr Old Tawny

£4.25

£49.95

802

Taylor’s ‘Late Bottled Vintage’ 2013

£3.65

£45.00

803

Warre’s Vintage Port 2000

£10.30

£100.00

Bin No

Sherry

50ml Glass

Bottle

850

Sanchez Romate PX

£5.50

851

Tio Pepe

£2.90

Bin No

800
801

Gentle, easy drinking style.

Aged in large wooden casks for 10 years, giving it the tawny colour as well as complex dried fruit flavours including prune, fig and walnut.

On the nose, cassis and blackberry jam with hints of smoke and spice. Then sweet black fruits, spice and liquorice, with good concentration and soft
texture.
One of the finest Port years producing full-bodied and beautifully structured, yet delicate wine.

£65.00

A nose full of raisins and sultanas with just a touch of nuts, dried fruit and oaky spice. The palate is big, rich with a luscious velvety feel. The finish
is very sweet but with balancing acidity, creamy raisins, espresso coffee and a touch of dark chocolate.
A fino style of dry sherry made from the palomino grape. Ideal with chorizo, olives, nuts, cheese, bread & oil.

852

Harvey’s Bristol Cream

£2.60

A complex blend of some of Jerez's finest wines: delicate finos, aged amontillados, fragrant olorosos, with wine from the special Pedro Ximenez
grape providing a silky, mellow smoothness.

853

Croft’s Original

£2.60

Croft Original is a blend of the pale dryness of a quality Fino with the added depth and body of a Cream. The result is a sherry with a clean crisp
taste and an aromatic sweet finish giving you a lighter, fresher alternative to traditional dark sherry.

854

Harvey’s Amontillado

£2.60

Harvey’s Medium Dry Sherry is a superb blend of Amontillados with a light; elegant, nutty taste. Perfect accompaniment to shellfish or spicy food.
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